Introduction to MATLAB
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MATLAB® is a programming language for numerical computation and visualization.  Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models to analyze many different types of problems. MATLAB is used extensively in education, in particular by engineering students, and at the UW, most engineering majors require students to take a class in MATLAB before graduating.

Look for MATLAB on the N: drive on the campus network in the Network Applications folder:   Applic(\\VirtualAppSvr.ssccnet.local)(N:)
Under the MATLAB directory  file_0.unknown
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After clicking on the Matlab icon, this is what you should get:
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The Command Window is where you will type commands to run a program. To types a command the cursor is placed next to the command prompt (>>).

To save files and access them later, you need to create a directory/folder on a thumb drive that will allow you to access your MATLAB files on any computer you use. For instance, assume your thumb drive is connected to the E: drive.

If you do not have a folder called E:/matlabfiles already created, you can create the folder with the following command:
mkdir('E:/matlabfiles')
To let MATLAB know where your files are stored, you need to type:  
addpath('E:/matlabfiles')
MATLAB can be used as a simple calculator, with +, -, *, / and ^ as the usual operators.

Type 4*32   at the command prompt (>>), then hit enter

>>2*sin(pi/4)
Note: when using trig functions, angles must be in radians or use sind(angle) if you want to use degrees.

Note: the up arrow key will repeat your last command entry – this is an easy way to fix an error in a command.
 
You can also assign a value to a variable:
>> x = 9.8;   t = 2.00;      % you can combine 2 commands on one line

Notice that the values of x and t were not printed, that is what happens when a semicolon is at the end of a statement.

>>y = 0.5*x*t^2 – 2*t + 4       % this is the way to evaluate an equation 

A strength of MATLAB is its ability to handle a large amount of data as if were a single variable.

To create a row vector type x = [1 2 3] (commas between numbers are optional)
For a column vector type y = [2; 1; 4]

Enter the following commands
x = [1 2 3];
z = [2 1 0];
a = x + z   
b = 3*a

To multiply, divide or exponentiate a vector,  term by term, use .* or ./ or .^
>> a = x.*z

>> x = linspace(0, 10, 5)  %this creates a vector with 5 elements linearly spaced between 0 and 10

>> clear y  % this removes the variable y from the workspace


Some general purpose commands
who  lists the variables in the current workspace
clear removes all variables from the workspace
clear x removes variable x or function x from the workspace


